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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
FUNCTIONAL

Glioma-Induced Disruption of Resting-State Functional
Connectivity and Amplitude of Low-Frequency Fluctuations

in the Salience Network
J. Yang, S. Gohel, Z. Zhang, V. Hatzoglou, A.I. Holodny, and B.A. Vachha

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Cognitive challenges are prevalent in survivors of glioma, but their neurobiology is incompletely
understood. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of glioma presence and tumor characteristics on resting-state
functional connectivity and amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations of the salience network, a key neural network associated with
cognition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Sixty-nine patients with glioma (mean age, 48.74 [SD, 14.32] years) who underwent resting-state fMRI
were compared with 31 healthy controls (mean age, 49.68 [SD, 15.54] years). We identified 4 salience network ROIs: left/right dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex and left/right anterior insula. Average salience network resting-state functional connectivity and amplitude
of low-frequency fluctuations within the 4 salience network ROIs were computed.

RESULTS: Patients with gliomas showed decreased overall salience network resting-state functional connectivity (P¼ .001) and
increased amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations in all salience network ROIs (P, .01) except in the left dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex. Compared with controls, patients with left-sided gliomas showed increased amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations in the
right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (P¼ .002) and right anterior insula (P, .001), and patients with right-sided gliomas showed
increased amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations in the left anterior insula (P¼ .002). Anterior tumors were associated with
decreased salience network resting-state functional connectivity (P, .001) and increased amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations
in the right anterior insula, left anterior insula, and right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. Patients with high-grade gliomas had
decreased salience network resting-state functional connectivity compared with healthy controls (P, .05). The right anterior insula
showed increased amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations in patients with grade II and IV gliomas compared with controls
(P, .01).

CONCLUSIONS: By demonstrating decreased resting-state functional connectivity and an increased amplitude of low-frequency
fluctuations related to the salience network in patients with glioma, this study adds to our understanding of the neurobiology
underpinning observable cognitive deficits in these patients. In addition to more conventional functional connectivity, amplitude of
low-frequency fluctuations is a promising functional-imaging biomarker of tumor-induced vascular and neural pathology.

ABBREVIATIONS: ALFF ¼ amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations; BOLD ¼ blood oxygen level–dependent; PCG ¼ precentral gyri; RSFC ¼ resting-state
functional connectivity; rsfMRI ¼ resting-state fMRI; SN ¼ salience network

Detrimental effects of cancer on cognitive function and, con-
sequently, on the quality of life are emerging as a key focus

of cancer survivorship both in research and clinical practice.1,2

Brain tumors have been shown to affect memory, processing, and
attention in patients; however, their underlying neurobiology is
incompletely understood.3 Using resting-state functional MR
imaging (rsfMRI) to evaluate changes in cognitive resting-state
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networks may provide a better understanding of the pathology
underlying the observable cognitive disruptions in gliomas, the
most common primary brain tumor in adults.

A “triple network model” of neurocognitive pathology has
been proposed, which encompasses the default mode network,
involved in mind wandering; the central executive network,
involved in decision-making; and the salience network (SN),
implicated in modulating activation of the default mode network
and central executive network by detecting the presence of salient
stimuli.4-8 While previous rsfMRI research has largely focused on
tumor-induced changes in the default mode network,9,10 our
study examined the less-studied SN, a network rooted in the ante-
rior insula and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.6

Prior studies evaluating gliomas and SN resting-state func-
tional connectivity (RSFC) provided conflicting results in small
patient samples: Maesawa et al10 found no significant differences
in the SN in 12 patients, while Liu et al11 more recently found
decreased SN connectivity in 13 patients. Gliomas impact the in-
tegrity of the neurovascular unit to varying degrees, resulting in
neurovascular uncoupling that has been reported to confound
fMRI interpretations in patients with brain tumors.12-14

Additionally, research has reported neuronal plasticity mani-
fested by structural reorganization and functional remodeling of
neural networks in patients with gliomas with possible alterations
in clinically observable cognitive manifestations.15-17 An rsfMRI
metric, the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF), has
recently shown promise as a biomarker for brain plasticity and
hemodynamic characterization, including neurovascular uncou-
pling in patients with gliomas.15-19

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of gli-
oma presence and tumor characteristics on overall RSFC and re-
gional normalized ALFF within the SN in a large patient
population. We hypothesized that there would be decreased aver-
age SN RSFC and altered ALFF in patients with gliomas com-
pared with healthy controls. Recent studies have acknowledged
that gliomas have variable effects on network integrity based on
lesion location and proximity to network ROIs,20-22 and unilat-
eral gliomas can be associated with plasticity in both the ipsilat-
eral and contralateral hemispheres.11,17 Research also supports
differences in resting-state network reorganization in aggressive
high-grade gliomas compared with slower-growing low-grade
gliomas.20,23 Therefore, we also hypothesized that there would be
differences in average SN RSFC and regional ALFF in patients
based on the anterior-versus-posterior location, hemispheric side,
and grade of glioma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Sample
This observational, retrospective case-control study was approved
by the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center institutional
review board and was compliant with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act. The re-quirement for written
informed consent was waived due to the retrospective nature of
the study. Sixty-nine patients with brain tumors referred for pre-
surgical functional mapping by fMRI between January 2016 and
April 2018 who met inclusion/exclusion criteria were included in
the study. Inclusion criteria were the following: 1) older than

18 years of age, and 2) the presence of supratentorial, unilateral
intra-axial gliomas confirmed by pathology after an operation.
Patients were excluded from the study for the following reasons:
1) No rsfMRI was performed, or there was incomplete rsfMRI
data; 2) histopathology confirmed nonglial tumors; and 3) there
were documented pre-existing neuropsychological, neurodege-
nerative, or psychiatric comorbidities. For comparison, 31 age-
and sex-matched healthy controls were selected from the Nathan
Kline Institute–Rockland Sample enhanced, open-access data
repository.24

Image Acquisition
Patients underwent rsfMRI with a 3T imaging unit (750 W; GE
Healthcare) and a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence
(TR/TE, 2500/30 ms; 64 � 64 matrix; 4-mm section thickness;
80° flip angle; 7-minute acquisitions). Images in control subjects
were obtained using a 3TMagnetom Trio, A Tim System imaging
unit (Siemens) and an echo-planar imaging sequence (TR/TE,
2500/30 ms; 72 � 72 matrix; 3-mm section thickness; 10-minute
acquisitions). T1-weighted anatomic images for patients and con-
trol subjects were obtained with spoiled gradient recalled and
high-resolution 3D MPRAGE sequences. Similar to control sub-
jects, before each rsfMRI scan, patients were instructed to keep
their eyes open and stay awake. Because patients underwent both
rsfMRI and task-based fMRI during the same scan sessions as
part of presurgical work-up, the order of sequence acquisition
was randomized to minimize confounds.

rsfMRI Preprocessing
In the current study, we implemented a data-processing scheme
similar to earlier published methods.21 Analysis was performed
using Statistical Parametric Mapping, Version 12 (http://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12) and Analysis of Functional
Neuro Images (AFNI, Version 18.0.21; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/
afni).25 Briefly, we removed the first 5 time points of fMRI data
to allow T1-relaxation effects followed by head-motion correction
and coregistration. These steps were followed by segmentation of
each subject’s anatomic images into gray matter, white matter,
and CSF images. Deformation fields were derived to transfer
functional images into Montreal Neurological Institute standard
space using segment procedures in SPM12 software. Finally, we
used this subject-specific deformation field to transform the func-
tional images into standard space images. Each of the functional
images normalized to standard space was then manually
inspected using consensus viewing by a neuroradiologist and a
neuroimaging consultant with up to 10 years of fMRI experience
to ensure that there were no major distortions due to mass effect
from large tumors. A general linear model–based regression
approach was implemented using 24 motion regressors (6 motion
parameters derived in the motion-correction step, 6 squared of
the original motion parameters, 6 one-time-point delayed version
of the motion parameters, and finally 6 squared of the delayed-
motion parameters) to remove the effects of motion-related noise
from the blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) fMRI data.26

Because most tumors infiltrated the boundaries of gray mat-
ter, white matter, and CSF and given the differential locations of
tumors, no regressors from the CSF or white matter region were
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included in the regression model, to avoid eliminating signals of
interest. Following regression, temporal filtering between the fre-
quency bands of 0.01 and 0.1Hz and spatial smoothing with a 6-
mm full width at half maximum Gaussian filter was applied.
Using the head-motion parameters, we calculated subject-specific
measures of mean frame-wise displacement.27 Because both
patients and healthy controls demonstrated a mean frame-wise
displacement of,0.5mm and no differences in mean frame-wise
displacement were observed between the patient and healthy con-
trol groups (P¼ .28), data scrubbing was not performed. Only
the first 160 time points from the healthy controls were used to
match the number of time points in patients with glioma.

rsfMRI Data Analysis
Four spatially distinct ROIs within the SN were identified: left
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (Montreal Neurological Institute
coordinates: �5, 26, 31), right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates: 5, 26, 31), left ante-
rior insula (Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates:�34, 17,
�4), and right anterior insula (Montreal Neurological Institute
coordinates: 37, 20, �6).28 For each region, a 6-mm sphere was
created, resulting in 4 ROI masks. For each participant, the mean
BOLD fMRI for each region was extracted from the preprocessed
rsfMRI, and 4� 4 functional connectivity matrices were derived
representing functional integration within the SN. The average
value across the different region-specific RSFC values was then
computed to derive the average SN RSFC for each subject.

Mean normalized ALFF was calculated for each subject.29 The
ALFF measure at each voxel represented the averaged square root
of the power within the frequency window of 0.01–0.1Hz, nor-
malized by the mean within-brain ALFF value for that subject.
The mean normalized ALFF value for each of the 4 SN ROIs
(right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, left dorsal anterior cingu-
late cortex, right anterior insula, left anterior insula) was
extracted. Identical ROIs were used for analysis of the SN RSFC
and ALFF maps.

To demonstrate that there were no significant differences in
scanner parameters between the patient scans and the Nathan
Kline Institute control scans, we compared BOLD fMRI acti-
vation between patients and healthy controls using the bilat-
eral precentral gyri (PCG) as a reference region. A subset of
15 patients with no tumor infiltration or mass effect in the
bilateral PCG was selected, along with 15 age-matched con-
trols from our healthy control group. A 6-mm spherical ROI
mask was created for both PCG regions (left PCG, Montreal
Neurological Institute coordinates: �44, �6, 49; right PCG
Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates: 44, �11, 38).30

Mean BOLD fMRI signals were extracted from each of the
subject’s preprocessed rsfMRI using these ROI masks, and
RSFC between the right and left PCG BOLD fMRI signal was
calculated. Mean normalized ALFF values were also extracted
for the left and right PCG.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with Matlab 9.4 and the
Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox 11.3 (release 2018a;
MathWorks) with statistical significance defined by P, .05.

Independent 2-sample t tests were used to evaluate the overall
effect of glioma presence on the average SN RSFC and ROI-spe-
cific ALFF between patients and healthy controls. ANCOVA
with age, sex, and handedness as covariates was used to analyze
the effect of glioma location (anterior versus posterior), glioma
side (right versus left), and glioma grade on average SN RSFC
and ROI-specific ALFF between patients and healthy controls fol-
lowed by a post hoc Tukey-Kramer test for multiple simultaneous
pair-wise comparisons. To correct for multiple comparisons, we
calculated the Bonferroni-adjusted significance level of .01 to
account for the increased possibility of type I error for the 2-sam-
ple t tests and ANCOVA. Two 1-sided tests were used to calculate
the equivalence among scanner parameters in a subset of patient
and Nathan Kline Institute control scans with the upper and
lower equivalence bounds set at a positive or negative difference
of d¼ 0.5.31

RESULTS
Sample Characteristics
Sixty-nine patients (mean age, 48.74 [SD, 14.32] years; range, 19–
77 years; 45 men) and 31 healthy controls (mean age, 49.68 [SD,
15.54] years; range, 22–68 years; 18 men) were included in this
study. No differences were observed in age (P¼ .7685), sex (x 2 ¼
0.47, P¼ .49), and handedness (x2¼ 0.63, P¼ .43) between the
patient and healthy control groups. The 69 patients were grouped
into the following; 1) patients with anterior (n¼ 53) and poste-
rior (n¼ 16) gliomas; 2) patients with left-sided (n¼ 41) and
right-sided (n¼ 28) gliomas; and 3) patients with grade II
(n¼ 25), III (n¼ 17), and IV (n¼ 27) gliomas. For the purposes
of this study, “anterior” gliomas were located in the frontal or an-
terior temporal lobes and “posterior” gliomas were located in the
parietal, occipital, or posterior temporal lobes, as classified by ra-
diology report review and manually confirmed using consensus
review by 2 neuroradiologists with up to 20 years of experience.
Glioma grade was based on the histopathology of tumor
biopsies categorized by the 2016 World Health Organization
Classification of Central Nervous System Tumors.32

Demographic information and tumor characteristics are
summarized in Table 1.

Of the 69 patients, 41 (59%) patients had newly diagnosed
gliomas (18 with grade II, 8 with grade III, and 15 with grade IV
gliomas) and 28 (41%) had recurrent gliomas (7 with grade II, 9
with grade III, and 12 with grade IV gliomas). Although the aver-
age SN RSFC was slightly lower in patients with recurrent glio-
mas (mean6[SD, 0.556 0.23]) compared with newly diagnosed
gliomas (mean6 SD, 0.566 0.27]), there were no significant dif-
ferences between the 2 groups (P¼ .89). Similarly, there were no
significant differences in regional ALFF between the newly diag-
nosed gliomas and the recurrent gliomas (all, P. .05). When
they were stratified by grade, there were no significant differences
in average SN RSFC or ALFF between recurrent gliomas-versus-
de novo gliomas (all, P. .05).

For the subset of patients with no involvement of the bilateral
PCGs by tumor and their age-matched controls, RSFC between
the right and left PCG and regional ALFF for each of the right
and left PCGs between patient and Nathan Kline Institute control
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scans was equivalent, on the basis of equivalence bounds of �0.5
and 0.5.

Overall Effect of Glioma Presence on the RSFC and ROI-
Specific ALFF of the SN
Patients with gliomas demonstrated lower average SN RSFC
compared with healthy controls (P¼ .001). We observed
increased ALFF in patients with gliomas compared with healthy
controls in the right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (P , .001),
left anterior insula (P¼ .001), and right anterior insula
(P, .001). Results are reported in Table 2. Maps of RSFC and
ALFF for a representative patient and healthy control are illus-
trated in Fig 1.

Effect of Glioma Anteriority on RSFC and ROI-Specific
ALFF of the SN
We observed a significant effect of anterior-versus-posterior tu-
mor location on average SN RSFC (F[2,94] ¼ 7.09, P¼ .001).
Post hoc Tukey comparison showed lower SN RSFC in patients

with anteriorly located gliomas compared with healthy controls
(P , .001). No significant difference was found in patients with
posteriorly located gliomas (P¼ .44) compared with healthy con-
trols. No significant differences were observed when comparing
the patient subgroup with anteriorly located gliomas with those
with posteriorly located gliomas (P¼ .26).

There was a significant effect of tumor location on ALFF val-
ues for right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (F[2,94] ¼ 5.89,
P¼ .004), left anterior insula (F[2,94] ¼ 5.18, P¼ .0074), and
right anterior insula (F[2,94] ¼ 10.12, P, .001). Post hoc com-
parisons showed that compared with healthy controls, patients
with anterior tumors demonstrated increased ALFF in the right
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (P¼ .009), left anterior insula
(P¼ .008), and right anterior insula (P¼ .002), while patients
with posterior tumors demonstrated increased ALFF in the
right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (P¼ .016) and right an-
terior insula (P , .001). There was no significant difference
in ALFF between patients in the anterior and posterior tumor
groups (Fig 2).

Effect of Glioma Hemispheric Side on RSFC and
ROI-Specific ALFF of the SN
An ANCOVA comparing patients with left-sided gliomas, right-
sided gliomas, and controls showed significant differences in av-
erage SN RSFC (F[2,94] ¼ 5.70, P¼ .005). Post hoc comparisons
showed patients in both left-sided (P¼ .007) and right-sided
(P¼ .02) glioma groups had lower SN RSFC compared with con-
trols. Comparison among the patient subgroups, however,
showed no significant effects of glioma sidedness on average SN
RSFC (P¼ .99).

ANCOVA analysis showed a significant association
between glioma sidedness and ALFF in the right dorsal ante-
rior cingulate cortex (F[2,94] ¼ 6.37, P¼ .003), left anterior
insula (F[2,94] ¼ 6.28, P¼ .003), and right anterior insula
(F[2,94] ¼ 15.09, P, .001). Post hoc comparisons showed
that compared with healthy controls, patients with tumors in
the left hemisphere demonstrated increased ALFF in the right
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (P¼ .002) and right anterior
insula (P, .001), while patients with right-sided tumors
demonstrated increased ALFF in the left anterior insula
(P¼ .002). Within-group comparison showed increased
ALFF in right anterior insula in patients with left-sided
tumors compared with those with right-sided tumors
(P¼ .004). Results are illustrated in Fig 2.

Effect of Tumor Grade on RSFC and ROI-Specific ALFF of
the SN
Tumor grade was associated with decreased average
SN RSFC (F[3,93]¼ 5.03, P¼ .003). Post hoc compari-
sons showed decreased average SN RSFC in patients
with grade III (P¼ .004) and grade IV tumors
(P¼ .017) compared with healthy controls.

Tumor grade was associated with increased ALFF
within the left anterior insula (F[3,93]¼ 4.48, P¼ .006)
and right anterior insula (F[3,93] ¼ 5.97, P , .001).
Post hoc comparisons showed increased ALFF in the
right anterior insula in patients with grade II

Table 1: Study group and tumor characteristics

Sample Characteristics
Patients
(n = 69)

Healthy Controls
(n = 31)

Sex
Male 45 18
Female 24 13

Age (yr)
Mean 48.74 [SD, 14.32] 49.68 [SD, 15.54]
Range 19–77 22–68

Handednessa

Right 61 29
Left 8 2

Glioma locationb

Anterior 53
Posterior 16

Glioma hemisphere
Left 41
Right 28

Glioma grade
(WHO classification)

Grade II 25
Grade III 17
Grade IV 27

Antiepileptics (yes/no) 55/14
Steroids (yes/no) 33/36

Note:—WHO indicates World Health Organization.
a Handedness was determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory.
b “Anterior” tumors are located in the frontal or anterior temporal lobes.
“Posterior” tumors are located in the parietal or posterior temporal lobes, as clas-
sified by radiology report review.

Table 2: Effect of glioma presence on SN RSFC and regional ALFFa

Analysis Healthy Controls Patients with Gliomas P Values
Average SN RSFC 0.73 [SD, 0.20] 0.56 [SD, 0.25] .001b

ALFF
L-dACC 0.93 [SD, 0.16] 0.98 [SD, 0.22] .21
R-dACC 0.93 [SD, 0.16] 1.08 [SD, 0.22] ,.001b

L-AINS 0.76 [SD, 0.12] 0.90 [SD, 0.23] .001b

R-AINS 0.87 [SD, 0.13] 1.13 [SD, 0.32] ,.001b

Note:—L-dACC indicates left dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; R-dACC, right dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex; R-AINS, right anterior insula; L-AINS, left anterior insula.
a Data are presented as means.
b P, .01 after Bonferroni-correction.
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(P¼ .006) and IV (P¼ .003) tumors and trend-level differences
in patients with grade III tumors (P¼ .08) compared with healthy
controls (Fig 3).

DISCUSSION
Our study investigated resting-state fMRI alterations in the SN in
a large sample of patients with gliomas and produced 3 main
findings: First, the average SN RSFC was decreased in patients
with gliomas compared with healthy controls. Second, disrup-
tions in ALFF were found in established SN ROIs. Third, tumor
location and grade produced differential effects on SN functional
connectivity and ALFF.

The SN functions to select meaningful stimuli from an array
of sensory input.33 At a regional level, patients with gliomas
showed disrupted ALFF in 3 of the 4 SN-specific ROIs (right an-
terior insula, left anterior insula, and right dorsal anterior

cingulate cortex) compared with healthy
controls. The most significant change
was seen in the right anterior insula,
which has specifically been proposed as
a “causal outflow hub” driving the
switch between the default mode net-
work and central executive network,
with anterior insula dysfunction and
consequently impaired network switch-
ing implicated in other disorders demon-
strating impaired executive control.4,34,35

Our findings of globally decreased SN
RSFC and compromised integrity of key
SN regions in patients with glioma may
explain several of the clinically docu-
mented cognitive challenges that these
patients experience.3

Consistent with previous research,
ALFF values in the tumor-contralateral
SN ROIs were increased compared with
ipsilateral regions in our study.17,18,36

The relatively increased ALFF in the
lesion-contralateral ROIs could be
explained not only by truly asymmet-
ric neural activity but also by neuro-
vascular uncoupling in the tumor
ipsilateral hemisphere. This tumor-
induced loss of neurovascular autore-
gulation can potentially alter the vas-
cular component of BOLD signal to a
degree that confounds measurement
of neural activity.14,18,37,38 The obser-
vation of increased ALFF in SN ROIs
of patients with tumor compared
with controls and in tumor-contra-
lateral compared with tumor-ipsilat-
eral regions could also be explained
by functional compensation for
injured tissue due to neural plastic-
ity, which may manifest as altered

metabolism or blood flow.17,39 Future studies should inves-
tigate changes in ALFF measured across the whole brain, to
study whether there are paradoxic effects on BOLD activa-
tion in areas proximal or distal to the tumor produced by a
combination of neurovascular uncoupling and functional
compensation.

Not unexpectedly, tumors in the frontal or anterior tempo-
ral lobes of patients, closer to key SN regions, were associated
with lower SN RSFC compared with healthy controls, while
posterior tumors showed no significant differences in connec-
tivity. Higher glioma grades were associated with decreased
overall SN RSFC compared with controls, possibly due to a
combination of factors including true-positive changes due to
increased tumor infiltration and disrupted functional reorgan-
ization,9,20 as well as false-negative signals due to tumor-
induced neurovascular uncoupling that may have artifactually
decreased RSFC due to altered hemodynamics.22,36 These

FIG 1. Map of functional connectivity and amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations in the SN.
Decreased functional connectivity within the SN was seen by placing a seed in the R-dACC in a
representative patient with a left frontal glioblastoma (A) and a healthy control (B). ALFF map of
the same patient (C) and a healthy control (D). Circles represent the 4 SN ROIs. Values in boxes
represent average ALFF values within the specific ROIs. Increased ALFF values were seen in all 4
SN ROIs in the patient compared with the healthy control. R-dACC indicates right dorsal ante-
rior cingulate cortex; L-dACC, left dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; L-AINS, left anterior insula; R-
AINS, right anterior insula; L, left; R, right.
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findings warrant cautious clinical interpretation of rsfMRI
findings in high-grade gliomas.

In the present study, we observed opposite effects of tumor on
measures of resting-state brain function: The RSFC of the SN was
significantly reduced, while ALFF measures were significantly
increased in patients with tumor compared with healthy controls.
While previous research in healthy controls reported a positive
correlation between ALFF values and overall functional connec-
tivity of specific brain regions,40 we suggest the presence of a
complex relationship between regional ALFF values and overall
RSFC in patients with tumors, likely due to a combination of tu-
mor-induced differences in vascularization, blood flow, and
altered neurovascular coupling.15 These results need further
investigation and correlation with perfusion parameters to deter-
mine the role of ALFF as a biomarker of tumor vascularity in
patients with gliomas.

In addition to ALFF, fractional ALFF is a frequency-normal-
ized index of ALFF that corrects for broad-range frequency
variations and suppresses vascular contributions.41 In the
present study, we focused on mean normalized ALFF instead
of fractional ALFF because of its reported increased reliability
within gray matter regions compared with fractional ALFF
and, thus, its potential to be more sensitive to discern group

differences than fractional ALFF.42

However, both indexes reflect differ-
ent aspects of low-frequency oscilla-
tion amplitude with complementary
strengths and weaknesses in the
detection of intrinsic brain activity,42

and future work that includes both
measures of low-frequency oscilla-
tions may be useful to characterize
the glioma-associated neurophysio-
logic alterations.

Our study showed no statistically sig-
nificant differences in average SN RSFC
and ALFF between patients with newly
diagnosed gliomas and those with recur-
rent gliomas, even after stratifying for
differences in tumor grade, though
patients with recurrent gliomas demon-
strated slightly decreased average SN
RSFC compared with those with newly
diagnosed gliomas. Although this coun-
tered our expectation of possible
decreased functional connectivity in
patients with recurrent glioma due to
prior operative and chemoradiation
treatment, the smaller sample size of the
recurrent glioma group may have
reduced the power to detect functional
differences beyond the findings reported
here. In addition, other important fac-
tors such as variability in chemothera-
peutic regimens, differences in duration
and total dosage of radiation therapy,
use of concomitant steroids and antiepi-

leptic drugs, as well as differences in genomic mutation would
need to be accounted for as well. While beyond the scope of the
current study, they merit further exploration in a larger study.

A few limitations to our study warrant further investigation:
First, our healthy control group was obtained from an open-
access data base that had similar-but-not identical acquisition
parameters compared with our patient group. However, pre-
vious research has demonstrated that resting-state networks
are stable across datasets collected using different scanners
and acquisition parameters.43 Additionally, we demonstrated
equivalence in RSFC and ALFF between matched controls
and a subset of our patients with no bilateral PCG tumor
involvement, suggesting that the differences we observed
were largely driven by underlying changes related to tumor
presence, while acknowledging that variance related to differ-
ences in acquisition parameters may potentially confound
interpretation of ALFF regional differences in the tumor
group. Future studies using the same scanner to acquire data
for patient and control groups will help address potential var-
iances due to differences in acquisition parameters. Second,
although our study demonstrated regional alterations in
ALFF, these alterations may not be specific to neurovascular
uncoupling or functional remodeling and may be indicative

FIG 2. Effect of glioma location on amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations in the SN ROIs. Bar
graphs for comparison of mean ALFF values in the L-dACC (A), R-dACC (B), L-AINS (C), and R-
AINS (D) in healthy controls and patients grouped by glioma location. HC indicates healthy con-
trols; L, patients with gliomas in left hemisphere; R, patients with gliomas in right hemisphere;
Ant, patients with anteriorly located gliomas; Post, patients with posteriorly located gliomas; L-
dACC, left dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; R-dACC, right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; L-
AINS, left anterior insula; R-AINS, right anterior insula. The asterisk indicates P, .05 post hoc
Tukey-Kramer test for multiple comparisons.
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of an inherent property of the tumor itself. Adding a measure
of cerebrovascular reactivity with breath-holding or gas-in-
halation paradigms could further assess the degree of glioma-
associated neurovascular uncoupling,12,44 and future research
is, therefore, warranted on how ALFF and neurovascular
uncoupling should be accounted for in measuring rsfMRI
results. Third, the clinical significance of these group-level
differences at the single-subject level needs validation.
Fourth, most of our patients, irrespective of whether they
were newly diagnosed or had recurrent gliomas, had received
antiepileptic drugs and/or steroids by the time of their
rsfMRI scan, which may have contributed to the functional
alterations; because only 7 patients were treatment-naïve and
due to the variability in dosage and treatment durations
among those who received treatment, we did not conduct fur-
ther analyses on the differential effects of these treatments.
Finally, future studies would also benefit from a neurocogni-
tive measure, which could show how changes in SN func-
tional connectivity correlate with cognitive performance.

CONCLUSIONS
By using both functional connectivity and a frequency-do-
main metric related to the SN, this study adds to the under-
standing of neurobiologic effects on cognitive function in

patients with gliomas. In addition to
more conventional functional con-
nectivity, ALFF is a promising func-
tional imaging biomarker of
vascular and neural pathology and
provides additional data to enable
understanding of tumor-related dis-
turbances of neural networks.
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